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Abstract: This paper aims to propose a new method in decomposing  into circuits. Our method introduces 
two new strategies: Wing Strategy (WinS) and Endpoint Strategy (Endp-S). WinS contains first wing and 
second wing,  while Endp-S contains first endpoint and second endpoint. The crucial task  for generating circuits 
in WinS is two vertices of  are fixed to be the first wing, meanwhile in Endp-S, the vertices of the first wing 
are then put into the first endpoint, consecutively. Once the set of circuits are produced from these strategies, the 
drawing of that circuits can be obtained.    






A complete graph  decomposition is partitioning the edge sets of the complete graph into 
other set of graphs. Such decomposition has been studied in a number of different ways. For instance,  
decompositions into cycles ([1], [2], [3], [4]),  decompositions into one-factor ([5], [6]),  
decompositions into Cartesian product ([7], [8], [9]). However, to our present knowledge, the problem of 
 decomposition into circuits of given length is still unsolved. Therefore, we will attempt to propose a 
new method to decompose  into -circuits (circuits of length ). In this paper, we focus our discussion 
for case .  
This paper is organized as follows: The following section presents some basic definitions to be 
used throughout this paper and an example of  decomposition. Next, the new algorithm of  
decomposition into circuits of length  is presented. Finally, the conclusion of the algorithm and some 




In this section, we first provide some related definitions that needed in our algorithm development. Then, 
we present an example of  decomposition.  
 
Definition 1. A complete graph with  vertices or denoted as  is a simple graph where each vertex is 
adjacent to all the other vertices [10].  
Definition 2. A circuit is a closed walk that starts and ends at the same vertex, and has no repeated edges 
or vertices except the start and end vertex [10].  
Definition 3. The circuits with similar shape have the same structure such that the directions of each 
circuit are ignored. 
Definition 4. The adjacency matrix for a graph with  vertices is a binary  matrix whose  entry 
is  if the  vertex and  vertex are connected, and  if they are not [10].  
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Enumeration of  Decomposition 
 
Suppose we have . How many circuits of length  can be produced? Let the starting point be 











Vertex  is the starting point for each circuit. We have three remaining vertices i.e. ,  and . 
Therefore, we have six circuits from  such that . The six circuits in Figure 1 have different 
directions, therefore they have different mappings. The mappings of each circuit are: 




Now, we wish to partition these circuits into classes that have the same structure. We use the 
properties of adjacency matrix and the above mappings will be used in determining all the adjacency 













To investigate the structure of the circuits, we need to find the relationship between the 
adjacency matrices of each circuit and their transpose matrices. Therefore, we use matrix transposition. 
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Now, we can see that there exist similarities between both adjacency matrices and the transpose 
matrices, i.e. , , , ,  and . From these results, since  
and , we conclude that the circuits  and  have the same structure. We do refer to Figure 1 as 
reference. The same impact goes to the remaining circuits. Here, we have the following theorem. 
 
Theorem 1. Suppose the adjacency matrices  and  belong to the circuits  and , respectively. If 
 and , then  where both circuits  and  have the same structure.  
 
Proof. 
We first consider the adjacency matrix for circuit  as shown above. Then, we compare the matrix with 
the transpose adjacency matrix of circuit , i.e. . Likewise, we consider the adjacency matrix for circuit 
, and compare with the transpose adjacency matrix of circuit  i.e. . Here, both pairs of adjacency 
matrices are similar i.e.  and . From these results, we check the structure for both circuits 





At this stage, the direction is ignored since we need to investigate similarity of the structure for both 
circuits  and . Thus, circuits  and  have the same structure since both have the same adjacency 
matrices. The same proved goes for the remaining adjacency matrices.  
 








Therefore, we say that  has three distinct circuits of length  i.e. circuits ,  and  as shown 
in Figure 1. Other circuits (i.e. ,  and ) are similar because they have the same structures.  
 
ALGORITHM FOR  DECOMPOSITION INTO -CIRCUITS 
 
Now, we would like to design an algorithm which decomposes  into three distinct -circuits. 
We show some new definitions that needed to be understood and defined carefully before the algorithm 
can be developed.  
 
Definition 6. The first wing is a direction from the chosen arbitrary vertices of the complete graph and 
always starts at point .  
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For  
Definition 7. The second wing is a direction from the remaining vertices of the complete graph.  
Definition 8. The starter point is a vertex  which direction of the first wing starts with.  
Definition 9. The first endpoints include the vertices that follow the first wing.  
Definition 10. The second endpoints include the vertices that follow the second wing.  
Definition 11. A circuit  where  is a composed circuit of length  from .  
Definition 12. An endpoint  is a set of ordered pairs of vertices  and  such that  is the first 
endpoint and  is the second endpoint.  
Definition 13. The union of two set of ordered pairs  and  is equals , i.e. 
. 
Definition 14. Let  denotes the transposition of vertices set  of , which 
maps , , …, , for  and , , …,  be the images. 
 
Suppose we have  as shown in Figure 1. How many different ways that we can produce the circuits? 
From previous discussion, there are three different structures. The following discussion will provide the 
algorithm to decompose  into three distinct circuits of length .  
 
Step 1: Fix two vertices in  to follow the first wing 
 
To construct the first circuit, we take the first two vertices in  which are  and  as the first wing. 
Next, we take the remaining vertices which are  and  as the second wing. The single arrow indicates the 
first wing, and double arrow indicates the second wing. To construct the second circuit, we take the odd 
vertices in  which are  and  as the first wing. Next, we take the even vertices which are  and 
 as the second wing. To construct the third circuit, we take vertices  and  as the first wing and vertices 
 and  as the second wing. These vertices are chosen arbitrarily with a condition that both wings have 








Step 2: Put the vertices that follow the first and second wing into first endpoints and second 
endpoints, respectively 
 
Now, we put all the vertices that follow the first wing into the first endpoints, consecutively. 
Likewise, we put all the vertices that follow the second wing into the second endpoints, consecutively. 
We called this step as Endpoints Strategy (Endp-S). Endp-S provides the endpoints from each wing which 
are , , and . From these endpoints, we obtain 
, , and . Now, 
we already obtain the set of the circuits for  as shown above. As we decompose  into circuits, we 
consider the mapping as direction for the circuits.  
 
Step 3: List the mapping for each set of circuit 
 
We first consider the technique of transposition. By followed Definition 14, from , we get 
 which maps , , , and . Equally, the transposition for  and  has 
the following effects:  get  which maps , , , and ; and 
 get  which maps , , , and . Thus, we have the 
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Step 4: Create the direction and draw the circuits 
 



























Now, we already obtain three distinct circuits from . This brings us to Theorem 2. 
 
Theorem 2. There exist three circuits of length  from . 
  
Proof.  
From Theorem 1, we have three distinct -circuits as shown in Figure 2 such that 
 represents circuits ,  represents circuits , and  represents circuits . We already 
discussed that two circuits that have similar structure are the same. Thus, we have three distinct circuits 














We have developed three distinct circuits of length  from . From Figure 4, the structures of 
each circuit are distinct. We consider the mapping as given in previous section. The above mappings give 
the direction to produce circuits ,  and  as shown in Figure 4 which are distinct. These mappings are 
used in considering the adjacency matrices for the circuits which bring us to Theorem 3. 
 
Theorem 3. Supposed that ,  and  are the adjacency matrices for circuits 







FIGURE 3. Three -circuits from . 
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Since the adjacency matrices shown above are all distinct, therefore ,  and  are distinct 
circuits. 
 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
 
We have proposed a new algorithm for  decomposition into distinct -circuits. This study 
done in the case . For future research, we aim for the generalisation and a computer source code 
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